By now students have begun to settle into their classes and return to school day routines. We are pleased with the cooler weather to aid everyone’s comfort so they can be well placed to make the most of each day. This is an important time for everyone to create opportunities for success, whether it is the individual student planning their own time, the teachers facilitating dynamic learning situations, or parents creating space and support to your children to enable a healthy balance between all aspects of family and community life.

“In the same way your light must shine before people” Matthew 5: 16

On Sunday evening our new teachers met with our parish to share Mass and gather as a group for a parish/school induction. Sunday’s reading had a wonderful reference to all of us being called to be ‘salt and light’ to others. We should not hide our gifts, but rather share them with others to bring light to all. Salt, an essential ingredient in history, not only added interest and flavour to a meal but also was an essential preservative to ensure all went well. Salt can also be likened to the tough times where, salt added to the wound, ensures healing but at the time can be a tough challenge yet assisting us in realising who we are and what we are called to be. Such moments may contribute to resilience building, where the opportunity and obstacle might be one and the same, but together they ensure growth. Too many of our children may wish to take the easy route, but often it is the effort and learning on the journey that is more important than the destination. Therefore, in order to discover our unique gifts and talents and to allow our light to shine, we may have to take risks in trying new skills, not necessarily being great at something on the first try. It is what we ask of our students: “give things a go”, joining in with everything on offer and enjoy the educational privileges they have that we should never take for granted.

With regard to teachers facilitating quality learning tasks and challenges, the continuing increase in smartboards across the primary campuses and the Year 9-12 Digital Education Revolution (DER), has created many opportunities for students in schools, with the increased presence of laptops enabling staff to action the integration of ICT into most secondary lessons. As we roll out more and more portable laptop ‘lock and dock’ trolleys this year, we thank the initiative of the Australian Government in creating national opportunities for our children. Public denigration of computers or school halls through the media by some political leaders does not sit comfortably with our community. We would NEVER have the financial capacity on our own to build a gymnasium to support our R-12 community without the Australian Government BER assistance. On the subject of progress, the science block is very near completion with some labs handed over for Week 4 usage. Just this week the tiltup walls are appearing! By then (weather pending), we may see the structural steel of the gym emerge, which will give a great indication of the colossal footprint the gym will make on the oval. As they say – “Watch this space....”

One of the most important aspects of successful schools is open communication. As we begin a new year we have pressed upon staff the importance of contacting families early, of utilising the diary and telephone to keep you informed. We ask this too, of parents. If you have concerns, please let the appropriate person know as soon as practical. Nothing can be done with unheard car park conversation or third hand gossip. It is our philosophy to be present to you and to address issues, thus we encourage families to communicate to class teachers and relevant coordinators or feel free to refer to us if issues are not resolved.

Term 1 Week 2

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
• STC Year 6/7 Gogoll, Whole Campus Assembly, 9:30am, shelter shed
• OLHCC Year 6/7 Fahey, Whole Campus Assembly, 12:30pm, Vessey Unit

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
• Saint John’s Campus Parent Information Evening, 7:30pm in the Piazza

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
• Whole College Mass on SJC oval

COMING EVENTS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
• College Board AGM, nomination forms have been sent home and may be downloaded from our website

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28
• Parent Community Meeting
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By now students have begun to settle into their classes and return to school day routines. We are pleased with the cooler weather to aid everyone’s comfort so they can be well placed to make the most of each day. This is an important time for everyone to create opportunities for success, whether it is the individual student planning their own time, the teachers facilitating dynamic learning situations, or parents creating space and support to your children to enable a healthy balance between all aspects of family and community life.

“ In the same way your light must shine before people” Matthew 5: 16

On Sunday evening our new teachers met with our parish to share Mass and gather as a group for a parish/school induction. Sunday’s reading had a wonderful reference to all of us being called to be ‘salt and light’ to others. We should not hide our gifts, but rather share them with others to bring light to all. Salt, an essential ingredient in history, not only added interest and flavour to a meal but also was an essential preservative to ensure all went well. Salt can also be likened to the tough times where, salt added to the wound, ensures healing but at the time can be a tough challenge yet assisting us in realising who we are and what we are called to be. Such moments may contribute to resilience building, where the opportunity and obstacle might be one and the same, but together they ensure growth. Too many of our children may wish to take the easy route, but often it is the effort and learning on the journey that is more important than the destination. Therefore, in order to discover our unique gifts and talents and to allow our light to shine, we may have to take risks in trying new skills, not necessarily being great at something on the first try. It is what we ask of our students: “give things a go”, joining in with everything on offer and enjoy the educational privileges they have that we should never take for granted.

With regard to teachers facilitating quality learning tasks and challenges, the continuing increase in smartboards across the primary campuses and the Year 9-12 Digital Education Revolution (DER), has created many opportunities for students in schools, with the increased presence of laptops enabling staff to action the integration of ICT into most secondary lessons. As we roll out more and more portable laptop ‘lock and dock’ trolleys this year, we thank the initiative of the Australian Government in creating national opportunities for our children. Public denigration of computers or school halls through the media by some political leaders does not sit comfortably with our community. We would NEVER have the financial capacity on our own to build a gymnasium to support our R-12 community without the Australian Government BER assistance. On the subject of progress, the science block is very near completion with some labs handed over for Week 4 usage. Just this week the tiltup walls are appearing! By then (weather pending), we may see the structural steel of the gym emerge, which will give a great indication of the colossal footprint the gym will make on the oval. As they say – “Watch this space....”

One of the most important aspects of successful schools is open communication. As we begin a new year we have pressed upon staff the importance of contacting families early, of utilising the diary and telephone to keep you informed. We ask this too, of parents. If you have concerns, please let the appropriate person know as soon as practical. Nothing can be done with unheard car park conversation or third hand gossip. It is our philosophy to be present to you and to address issues, thus we encourage families to communicate to class teachers and relevant coordinators or feel free to refer to us if issues are not resolved.

Samaritan College
PO Box 351, Whyalla, SA 5600
info@samaritan.catholic.edu.au
www.samaritan.catholic.edu.au
St Teresa’s Campus
Telephone (08) 8645 8381
Facsimile (08) 8645 1129
Our Lady Help of Christians Campus
Telephone (08) 8645 2077
Facsimile (08) 8645 1911
St John’s Campus
Telephone (08) 8645 8658
Facsimile (08) 8645 8186
It has been good to meet some of the new staff at Samaritan College as the new term has got under way. On Sunday evening, after 5:30pm Mass at Our Lady Help of Christians the new teachers heard about the history of the parish and its different ministries.

Fr Jim will celebrate the Silver Jubilee of his ordination as a priest next Sunday, February 13. He decided to enter the seminary while working to a number of years in Whyalla as a geologist. As Assistant Priest to Fr Hurley, and now as Parish Priest, Fr Jim has touched the lives of many people through the Sacraments and pastoral care. He is much involved in Samaritan College and the local community. Fr Jim has shared his gifts with us all in the Parish in so many ways. This Sunday we will have an opportunity to celebrate with him at 10:00am Mass at St Teresa's and to give thanks for Fr Jim's generous service. Activities specially organised for children will mark this joyful occasion. Other weekend Mass times are 7:00pm, Saturday at St Teresa's and 5:30pm, Sunday at Our Lady Help of Christians.

God has called Fr Jim to a vocation as a priest. In recognising our own vocations in life, let us think about how we live them out each day in our homes, schools and parish community.

Sr Cheryle Thomson
FOR THE PARISH TEAM.

There is no sight more capable of bringing out the “soft-side” of people, than to witness a litter of fluffy puppies at play with mouth and paw, tumbling over one another as they engage in “puppy combat”. So, why does our “soft side” fade ever so quickly, when we see our children engaged in sibling rivalry or perhaps the more appropriately termed phrase, “sibling combat”? When we started out as parents, we might have believed the myth that our children should naturally just get along together, be fun-loving and supportive of one another. Replacing the myth, was the dawning realisation that children are not that way inclined and that sibling conflict is normal and universal, as is conflict amongst all creatures that live together. So, if sibling conflict is universal and found in normal homes, it must have a purpose.

Perhaps the principal purpose is to teach our children about conflict resolution. Now that we are adults, we have forgotten that we “fought” our way up through childhood and adolescence and developed skills that now help us to resolve conflicts in an effective and civil manner. When children engage in conflict with parents, they are learning how to deal with authority. Sibling conflict is dealing with peers and learning how to relate to peers in a proper manner; this prepares them to relate well with their friends and, at a later time, with their spouses.

Another purpose is to learn that life is not always fair; this is an important lesson but can often be a bitter experience. Slowly but surely, we learn that there is someone who can do better than we can, someone who is richer, someone who is smarter than we are at getting promoted; the fact is that life is full of inequities. Where we first learnt that everything was not evenly distributed, was with our siblings. However, there is some good news, for some studies have shown that those siblings who engage in many conflicts, are also the ones who are most likely to be cooperative, to share, to be affectionate and to support each other.

Many experts in children’s behaviour regard sibling conflict as a type of training ground for what people can expect to experience as they grow towards adulthood. As parents, we cannot expect to eliminate all conflicts from our children’s relationships both within and outside our family; even so, we can take steps to eliminate jealousy and excessive competition. We can, if we put our minds to it, use our children’s relationships to help them to grow into healthy normal adults.

Understanding our children’s individual temperaments will play a big role in how our children will get along together. Avoiding comparisons of accomplishments and recognising that for some, a task or ambition is harder to achieve, can be important tools for us to use. Likewise, taking time to treat each child as a separate person with his or her own unique, valuable skills will help build respect all around.

One important thing for all parents to do for themselves and for their children, is to take good care of “self”. If we are on top of things, we have greater resources to call upon. If we are feeling down and our “tank is empty”, we are more reactive to our children rather than mindful of their needs. We need to be mindful, if we are to turn conflicts into learning opportunities for our children. Sometimes those puppies do look easier and more enjoyable to have to deal with!

Blessed are the peacemakers. The peacemakers are those who can reconcile differences without destroying the difference or the people. They, themselves will find peace, the peace they offer to others.”

Peace and Best Wishes.

Bernie Meixner
APRIM

---

**UNIFORM SHOP**

**Opening Hours**

**Wednesday**  8:00-10:00am  **Kerry Azzopardi**  **Toal Street, Whyalla Stuart**  Ph: 8649 3168

**Thursday**  1:00-4:30pm  **Angela Gurney**
Want to impress your friends??
Need some light hearted fun on a weeknight?
Book now for your limited place in
“Gourmet Gastronomique”
Adult cooking classes start
Tuesday, February 15.
Each session runs from 6-9pm

Term 1
1. Salt and Pepper Snapper with Asian salad and Nuoc Cham
2. Vietnamese Pho
3. Tandoori Chicken with Mint Chutney and Lemon Rice
4. Thai Masaman Curry with Coconut Rice
5. Phad Thai
6. Braised Pork Belly with Egg and Coconut Juice

Bookings essential as places are limited and must be finalised by Friday, February 11 for planning and shopping purposes.
Please ring Saint John's Campus on 8645 8568.
This course is a 6 week entity; payment of $180 must be made prior to DAY 1. Credit card payment can be made over the phone or at Reception.

Samaritan College Restaurant
Located in the Dining Room at Saint John’s Campus
70 Gowrie Ave, Whyalla Playford
$45 per head
4 course set menu
7pm start

Menu for February 17
Gazpacho Soup, Avocado Salsa
Sashimi Tuna, Sushi Rice, Nori, Daikon, Soy, Wasabi
Tenderloin of Beef, Horseradish Potato Salad, Ravigote Dressing
Lime Sorbet, Coconut Bavarois, Toasted Coconut, Mango

For information and bookings please ring
Saint John’s Campus on 8645 8568.
www.info@samaritan.catholic.edu.au

Future Dates for 2011
March 3, 17, 31
May 12, 26
June 9, 23

Please note: a link has been placed on the newsletter tab of our College website for ease of access to the Southern Cross newspaper.
**MUSIC LESSONS**

Just a reminder that lessons have started this week beginning Monday February 7. We look forward to seeing you all, and welcome to any new starters.

Most of you will have received your letter of confirmation with day, time and venue.

**REMNINDER:**

* Those of you who confirmed your enrolment by email or SMS must return your signed enrolment form no later than the start of your first lesson, otherwise lessons cannot commence.

* Those of you with conditional enrolments MUST confirm your nominated payment option by the start of your first lesson, otherwise lessons cannot commence.

* Students wishing to work on a particular song MUST provide us with details of that song (two days notice by SMS or email is best) or bring that song with them on CD (preferred) or USB. Also bring any sheet music or lyrics sheets. This not only saves time during the lesson, but assists us in being able to give you the best possible service. Failure to bring a song or piece of music will result in learning or practising an archived song, or focussing on theory for that lesson. We are happy to set work, particularly for beginners, but also encourage the student to be “pro-active” in suggesting music that they would like to learn.

Not every student was able to be placed into their exact time or duration preference, but we have done our very best to accommodate you as close as possible. Our days and venue at Samaritan College have changed, and this, along with the fantastic response we have received in 2011 means a few teething problems may ensue in the first week or two, as we endeavour to fit you all in. We appreciate your patience with this.

Due to our ongoing dispute with Whyalla City Council regarding their decision to ban us from teaching any lessons from our home address, we must thank St James Lutheran Church for their provision of temporary rooms so that some private tuition can continue in 2011. We remind private students they must use the car park (accessible off Ryan Avenue) and not drop off, pick up or park on Lewthwaite Street.

We already have a few performance opportunities in mind, and will keep you informed of these as they come to hand.

Kind Regards,

Mark Tempany & Alison Hams

STORMFRONT PRODUCTIONS

Email Alison: ali@alisonhams.com or call 0412 132 845
Email Mark: mark@marktempany.com or call 0418 700 819

---

**PARENT INFORMATION EVENINGS**

Earlier in the week, we held our Parent Information Evenings on the Primary Campuses. Many parents attended the sessions in the classrooms and commented on the highly informative and professional nature of the interactions surrounding curriculum and classroom routines and expectations. Thank you to everyone who attended and to the teachers for their work and dedication to building positive partnership between home and school.

**ASSEMBLIES**

Our first 2011 Campus Assemblies will take place tomorrow on each of the Primary Campuses. Assemblies are a new dimension to the OLHC community; we look forward to classes showcasing learning that will occur in the classrooms throughout the year.

Assemblies will take place on Friday’s on each Campus at 9:30am (STC – Shelter Shed) and 12:30pm (OLHCC – Vessey Unit). Assemblies will be divided up into Junior, Upper and Whole Campus. Each week you will be informed of who will be leading the Assembly for the following week.

The Year 6/7 classes from the Primary Campuses have the pleasure of presenting the first Whole Campus Assemblies for 2011. You are most welcome to attend on Friday February 11 at:

- **Year 6/7 Gogoll - ST Teresa’s Campus**
- **Year 6/7 Fahey - OLHC Campus**

There will be NO Assembly in Week 3 due to the Opening College Mass. Assemblies will resume in Week 4, Friday, February 24.

**St Teresa’s Campus**

Year 4/5 Baverstock will be leading an Upper Assembly.

**OLHC Campus**

Rec / Year 1 Hancock will be leading a Junior Assembly.

Yours in Faith, Wisdom & Compassion,

Eleni Vailas

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL

**MATHS MATE PROGRAM 2011**

Once again, all Year 5, 6, 7 students will be given a Mathematics homework sheet on a regular basis. There will be 8 worksheets to be completed each term, generally one per week, the exceptions being short or disrupted weeks. Class teachers will assign additional homework, as they feel is necessary, based on the current topic under study. The Maths Mate homework sheets have been designed to allow students to attempt all questions without the aid of a calculator, and this should be encouraged at home.

Don’t be too concerned if your child finds the initial sheet difficult. It is not expected that students will be able to complete every question from week one; in fact Q24 has been included to offer a real challenge to all students. Each worksheet is built around a common framework of questions aimed at covering this state’s Mathematics Curriculum.
Corresponding questions on each worksheet cover the same skill area, that is, Q1 always tests addition, Q2, subtraction, and so on, with the questions within each category becoming progressively more difficult from week to week.

If your child is having difficulty with a certain skill, Skill Builders are available to students, teachers and parents from the Maths Mate website www.mathsmate.net. The Skill Builders also contain a Glossary of important facts and reference material that will provide students with instant help.

We thank you in anticipation of your involvement and remind you that you are encouraged to call and discuss your child’s progress at any time.

Lou Whitehouse
DIRECTOR OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

CAR SAFETY REMINDER

A reminder to parents/caregivers dropping off and picking up students. Please be aware of students crossing roads, students walking in front and around cars.

For STC community, please be patient when trying to get a park, double parking is extremely dangerous and illegal.

For the OLHCC community, students are not to be dropped off or picked up by car from the front office car park before and after school for safety reasons. However, you are able to use this car park if you need to come into the front office during school hours.

The Dentist car park on Toal Street is not to be used by parents as this is a private car park and you can be fined.

Please be aware of students walking down the strip between car parks, especially when reversing in the rear OLHCC car park.

Thank you for keeping our students safe.

Ruth Donnellan
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB

Issue 1 - 2011

Please bring orders to the OLHC library before and after school.

Please ensure that your teacher’s name is written at the top of the form.

Last day for orders is
Monday, February 14
Ann Wilson

Monster Truck Visit

After the Monster Truck visit Year 4/5 Scharber took the opportunity to explore different points of view regarding the Monster Truck visit to Whyalla.

The children were in three groups representing the Monster Truck Promoters, parents and the Whyalla Football Association. The parent and Football association groups, presented their arguments as to why Monster Trucks should not come to Whyalla, while the promoters presented their reasons for the visit.

The children came up with some very thoughtful ideas as they explored this relevant issue.

On Tuesday afternoon, the Scooby Doo Monster Truck came to school. We liked how the driver had to climb up inside of the truck to start it up. We liked most of all how they took the time out of setting up at Bennett Oval to come and tell us about how the petrol is worked and about Monster Trucks in general. Also the jet van came which was good.

Kelsey & Codii
SECONDARY CAMPUS NEWS

FORMS
Thank you to all the parents who have returned the range of forms sent home last week. These are very important and need to be returned ASAP. We also ask parents to let the College know if any of those details change – especially any medical information and contact information and mobile phone numbers.

PARENT EVENING
The all important Parent Evening for the secondary campus is on Wednesday, February 16 at 7:30pm. All staff are in attendance and we encourage all our parents to come and meet your child’s teachers. The evening starts in the Piazza and goes for about an hour. It is for all parents, not just those new to the campus, we are also inviting all Year 12 students and a parent to your special meeting. We hope to see you there.

STUDENT VEHICLES
Parents are reminded that students need to complete a permission slip to drive to school AND a permission slip if other students, including siblings, are travelling in the car. This permission only extends to trips to and from school and not for any other purpose. Students cannot transport other students on excursions.

LAPTOPS
Many Year 12 students like to utilise a personal laptop for their study lessons. Students are welcome to do this but do need to sign an agreement acknowledging the rights and responsibilities of having such an expensive item at school. This form is available on our website.

STUDENT DROP-OFF
We remind parents that unless there is a medical reason or the student has large items to carry ie: guitar, that the area in front of our office is not a drop off zone. Students should be dropped off at the bottom of the school or on Norrie Avenue and use our back gate.

Damien Judd
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL

“QUALITY SHEET METAL”
Samaritan College, Saint John’s Campus, Technology Studies would like to thank John and Lewis McLauchlan of “Quality Sheet Metal” for the kind donation materials and time to help relocate the Thicknesser in the workshop.

Matt Thursby

AUSTRALIA DAY FUN RUN
Congratulations to all those staff and students of Samaritan College who competed in the Australia day 5km Fun Run. A special mention to Damien Judd who came in at 209th!

Kirby Howell and Trent Keiper
PE/SPORTS COORDINATOR

YEAR 11 NEWS
SRC LEADERSHIP
The Year 11 SRC Leadership morning will be held next Wednesday, February 16 at St Teresa’s Parish. The main purpose of this gathering is for students to mix in and out of the class environment, look at leadership, what it

RICE MANDALA
This week in 4/5 Tullio we created a rice Mandala. A Mandala is a tool used by many eastern cultures to focus attention and to establish a sacred space. We used this tool to show that from many parts we are one. Each student in the class designed a symbol to represent themselves and were asked to write down what their symbol meant to them. Then we put all the symbols together in our Class Mandala. The rice was then collected into one jar and placed on our Prayer table as a reminder that we are a team and that we are all important.

Amiee Tullio

SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB
With the generous help of our students and teachers purchasing books and resources through Scholastic Book Club in 2010, we earned $3097.00 in bonus coupons. This enabled us to select free books and resources to this amount for our library.

Thank you all for your support.
Ann Wilson
SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB COORDINATOR
(OLHCC)

This week in 4/5 Tullio we created a rice Mandala. A Mandala is a tool used by many eastern cultures to focus attention and to establish a sacred space. We used this tool to show that from many parts we are one. Each student in the class designed a symbol to represent themselves and were asked to write down what their symbol meant to them. Then we put all the symbols together in our Class Mandala. The rice was then collected into one jar and placed on our Prayer table as a reminder that we are a team and that we are all important.

Amiee Tullio
entails and to recommend nominees for the 2011 Student Representative Council. As this is a year level event, it is expected that all Year 11 students be present. Students will need to meet at the Rotunda at St John’s Campus at 8:30am ready to walk to St Teresa’s Parish. Students need to wear their hats and may wear PE uniform for this day. Morning tea refreshments will be provided. Students will walk back to school in time for Lesson 4. Parents are most welcome to attend the Liturgy which will be held at 9am.

**SEMESTER PLANNER**

At the beginning of Week 3, all students in Year 11 will be given a planner for the semester, which details the approximate due dates for assessment tasks for their subjects for Terms 1 and 2. Please go through the planner with your son or daughter and use it as a guide to help them see when they need to allow extra time for completing tasks.

If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at school.

Thank you,

Jade Vanzo

YEAR 11 COORDINATOR

---

**SCHOLARSHIPS**

The Australian Defence Force has scholarships available for Year 11 and 12 students who are studying mathematical and/or technical subjects and who intend to complete Year 12.

I have a limited number of application packs but full details including application forms are available at www.defencejobs.gov.au/DTS. All applications need to be endorsed by the school.

Applications close March 11.

---

**HELP - VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!**

We are seeking a volunteer to assist with Technology Studies during practical woodwork lessons. You would need to have some carpentry skills, a knowledge of workshop safety, the ability to relate to kids in general, as well as empathy for students with special needs. All volunteers in schools need to undertake a Catholic Volunteer Police Check, which the school can organise.

Anyone interested in assisting us, please contact Karen McGinnis who will pass on your details to Chris and Terissa.
CANTENE ROSTERS

**ST TERESA’S CAMPUS**

- **Mon**: Katie Ernesti, Joanne Foubisten
- **Tue**: Nellie Cowan, Mad Whitehouse
- **Wed**: Michelle Humphries
- **Thu**: Geniene Prater
- **Fri**: No lunches - school Mass

**OUR LADY HELP OF CHRISTIANS CAMPUS**

- **Mon**: Help needed
- **Tue**: Help needed
- **Wed**: Antonetta Rogers
- **Thu**: Karen Turnbull
- **Fri**: No lunches - school Mass

**SAINT JOHN’S CAMPUS**

- **Mon**: Marlene Kenny
- **Tue**: Allyson Noble, Donna Ward
- **Wed**: Roseanna Wragg
- **Thu**: Help needed
- **Fri**: Tracy Murray

---

**MERIT AWARD WINNERS**

On Monday, Merit Award winners, Sophie Gonzales and Timothy Wilson attended Government House to receive their certificates. Angela Rogers (English Studies Teacher) and Matt Thursby (Technology Studies Teacher) supported their students at the Ceremony. We congratulate both students and their teachers in this great achievement.

*Teressa Shepherd*

CO-PRINCIPAL

---

**YEAR 11 LITERACY FOR WORK AND COMMUNITY LIFE**

What is an Extreme Sport? How extreme is extreme? Is extreme the same for everybody? Listing sports in order of ‘extremeness’ and justifying which is more extreme than another… are a few of the issues being debated in Literacy for Work and Community Life this term. Our unit on Literacy in Leisure has allowed students to passionately and enthusiastically discuss the merits of some sports and the potential dangers that exist in others. Students have researched some of the lesser known and more marginal sports, a lot from other cultures, and have begun comparing their findings. Have you heard of Parkour, Wushu, Kendo, Canyoning, Slacklining, Buzkashi or Spilunking?

*James Keating*

TEACHER- LITERACY FOR WORK AND COMMUNITY LIFE

---

**CANTEEN ROSTERS**

Monday, February 14 – Friday, February 18

---

All canteens need parent help to operate effectively, if you feel that you could spare some time each month please complete the following slip and return it to your campus office.

X .................................................................

**NAME:** ________________________________

**CONTACT DETAILS:** _____________________

Please tick

**CAMPUS:**

- [ ] Our Lady Help of Christians
- [ ] Saint John’s
- [ ] Saint Teresa’s

I would be able to help on Canteen

- [ ] at lunch
- [ ] at recess
- [ ] both lunch and recess

Available on the following day(s)

- [ ] Monday
- [ ] Tuesday
- [ ] Wednesday
- [ ] Thursday
- [ ] Friday

X .................................................................